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CLEARVIEW INTELLIGENCE ATTAINS CERTIFIED PARTNER STATUS WITH
NEDAP

Over the past year Clearview Intelligence, working with Nedap Identification Systems, have
successfully installed car park monitoring solutions in a number of UK retail and employee
car parks. Ensuring parking spaces are found quickly and easily has a number of benefits
including reducing congestion, enhancing customers overall experience of the facility, as
well as providing increased utilisation of available space for the operator of a car park.

The recent installation of Clearview’s Insight® Parking solution incorporating Nedap’s
SENSIT wireless parking sensor technology at the flagship Next PLC retail store in High
Wycombe, Buckinghamshire and the National Grid employee car park in Warwick, has led to
a close working relationship with Nedap. This working relationship and the professionalism
of the projects delivered to-date has led to Clearview Intelligence being awarded Nedap’s
Certified Partner status for wireless vehicle detection.

Nick Lanigan, Managing Director of Clearview Intelligence said: “Attaining Certified Supplier
status is a great way of validating our approach to serving this market and strengthens the
very positive and forward thinking working relationship we have been able to foster with the
team at Nedap. Utilising SENSIT technology as part of our Insight® Parking solution has
enabled Clearview to create bespoke and industry leading solutions aimed at enhancing
user experience and enabling operators to maximise utilisation of available spaces.”

Michiel Rijssemus, Business Development Manager NL, UK, IE and Africa for Nedap added
“We are proud that Clearview Intelligence is the preferred partner for the Wireless Vehicle
Detection System that Nedap offers. Clearview has the know-how and experience to offering
a robust end-to-end solution in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems and Smart
Cities. With this integration of Nedap’s wireless parking sensors into the innovative solution
of ClearView a more a reliable, robust and cost effective monitoring solution for on- and off
street parking is offered”.
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About the Nedap Certified Partner Program
The Certified Partner Program allows partners to get recognized as a committed Nedap
partner. Moreover, they obtain access to benefits related to this program, such as additional
sales tools, marketing resources, combined marketing opportunities and additional access to
technical information and trainings related to products.
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About Clearview Intelligence:
Clearview Intelligence Ltd’s sole focus is on making journeys work. Our award-winning solutions
incorporate our active road studs which have an enviable track record at reducing road casualties and
improving driver behaviour. Our range of innovative wireless detection, parking and traffic monitoring
technologies enable cities and towns to empower road users with real-time intelligence which smooth
traffic flow, reduce congestion and safely increase the capacity and effectiveness of our roads. Working
closely with our customers and their operational partners, we deliver scalable, affordable tailored
solutions that make the local transport infrastructure work smarter, not harder.

